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Honey Jam Canada 
2022 Year in Review!
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2022 was a fantastic year for us as we
all revelled in being back to “normal” and
finally able to have in person events at
full capacity once again! There was a
great joy, energy, enthusiasm and spirit
around all of our activities.

A few of the many highlights include
attending the legendary David Foster’s
Master Class and the artists having a
surprise opportunity to perform for him
and receive critiques! We also had a
booth at the Junos and were given the
opportunity to do an artist talk with
another legend Deborah Cox!

We invite you to scroll through the pages
below to see the highlights of our 2022
season and also to see how our alumni
continue to thrive and astonish us with
the great career milestones they are
achieving. We’re proud of all we and
they were able to accomplish, and so
thankful for all of our sponsors and
supporters who’ve remained steadfastly
by our side.

Executive Director
Ebonnie Rowe

http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?pid=2808737&id=654401084
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In May we were super excited to be part of the City of
Toronto’s 2022 Doors Open Toronto Festival Virtual

Experiences! The goal of the Festival is to provide vehicles to

“rediscover the city you thought you knew through a

celebration of sites of architectural, cultural and social

significance.” There were lots of in person activities and

tours of over 100 buildings but just as much activity online

with engaging tours, insightful talks, an online film series

and other virtual experiences. The Online audience could

access our a link to our website where they were able to find

information about what we do and check out archival videos

of past workshops and concerts. We gained thousands of

new visitors to our site!

Also in May our Executive Director Ebonnie Rowe was

invited to attend the Mayor’s Toronto Arts Foundation

Awards luncheon which was in person for the first time in 3

years. Since the year Honey Jam won the Roy Thompson

Award of Merit was a zoom event, everyone who won that

year was invited to be recognized by the host at the in

person awards. The Roy Thompson award award is for an

individual, ensemble or organization to recognize creative,

performing, administrative, volunteer or philanthropic

contributions to Toronto’s musical life. This award was

established by the Volunteer Committee of Roy Thomson

Hall in 1984 to recognize and thank the community. Toronto

Arts Foundation has managed the award since 2002 on

behalf of Massey Hall and Roy Thomson Hall.

https://www.facebook.com/doorsopenTO?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVkVHEefozyFaGcFO4iuO_vZGPnU5P42bFoXB1OyB5CUAcsGJqJU-31gbDvtOHHAdggwI94C7TQfGZKICwlm9kb1f_sNoCFqY-_NX5Tp8jRgFdSRrIJLToFrq9BSixoMtA&__tn__=-%5dK*F
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JUNOS Kickoff!  We were excited to be a community partner of the Junos this year and to 
have tne opportunity to  participate in a series of events, the first being the kickoff event which our E.D. 
Ebonnie Rowe hosted as well as moderating an interview with multiple Juno winner Charlotte Cardin!
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JUNOS Rehearsal!  What a thrill for the artists to watch so many of their musical heroes 
rehearse for the Awards and imagine themselves there one day!
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JUNOS Deborah Cox Talk –In honour of her historic induction into the Juno Hall of Fame, 
we recorded a video tribute to Deborah Cox Talk featuring a medley of some of her hits. Then we had the 
amazing opportunity to meet and sing for her in person!  Our E.D. conducted an artist talk and Q&A and we 
were also able to watch her rehearse for her Juno performance!  She then posted about the experience on her 
social media – she was moved to tears.
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JUNOS Events – we were excited to provide opportunities for artists to attend several Junos 
Events and we also had a 10 x 10 promotional booth on site on the night of the awards! 
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CMW PRODUCER PANEL - We partnered with Music Publishers Canada to sponsor a panel on Women 
Producers at Canadian Music Week!  Moderated by Hill Kourkoutis and entitled “How to Catch a Hook –
Creative Decision in the Studio”, the focus was to Learn how producer/engineers help shape songs 
with artists and songwriters by making technical and creative decisions that influence the final outcome 
of a sound recording. Topics covered: the art of collaboration in the studio, creating a sonic palette, 
hooks and earworms, factoring in commercial goals and radio formats.
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Through Ontario Creates AcceleratiON programme many of our artists were able to receive  passes to 
attend the CMW conference.  Alums SATE, Reeny Smith and Domanique Grant also took part as 
panellists and our E.D. Ebonnie Rowe participated as a member of the CMW DEI Committee.
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As always we had an incredible amount of talent to choose from from across 
the country in a variety of genres – the judges were impressed!

http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?pid=2808737&id=654401084
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NEW YORK! We took 7 artists on a 3 day whirlwind trip for meetings with labels, publishers, 
producers, songwriters and networking sessions as well as performances 
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NEW YORK TRIP – TALK WITH GOLNAR KHOSROWSHAHI & TEAM, RESERVOIR MEDIA -

Golnar is the first female founder and CEO of a publicly traded, independent music compan and winner of Billboard's
Women in Music 2022 Executive of the Year! Reservoir Media is an award-winning, global independent music
company which provides bespoke services across publishing, recorded music, management & more. They are based in
New York with offices in Los Angeles, Nashville, Toronto, London, and Abu Dhabi. Joining her for our panel & Q&A was
Faith Newman, Executive Vice President of A&R and Catalog Development, and Toronto's own Spek, EVP, International
and Emerging Markets / Founder & CEO, POPARABIA/Founder and CEO, ESMAA.

•It was such an amazing, unbelievable experience. Spek gave great introspective answers and helped shine a light on where the 
music industry is heading and it felt really hopeful and inspiring. Faith was so inspirational - all the artists she worked with have had 
huge careers  - she started at age 20 and had successes early on - so inspirational!.

•Golnar is so accomplished and influential. I learned that I need to continue hustling and stick with my authentic self to get the best 
results in this industry. There may not be other queer women doing what I’m doing right now in my genre but that means I need to
be the first and both of the women on the panel proved to me it is possible to be a trailblazer. Stay true to yourself, there is no age 
limit on being a great artist.  She also stressed but having a good relationship with the people you work with.

• I Spek’s predictions on the global population and its direct correlation to streaming numbers very insightful. He also pointed out 
that the foundation for pop music may change with markets emerging in other continents. I also found this insightful, as it sheds 
light on the trends occurring in the industry and how successful artists can pivot and adapt to these changes.

•So inspiring and impactful. Seeing women like Faith Evans and Golnar who are in positions of power is comforting. Especially when 
Faith was explaining her experience with different personalities and how she navigated through that. With Spek I love how he 
spoke about how he thinks the future of the music business will be structured in a few years. He mentioned that a lot of music that 
is deep routed in ethnic cultures and backgrounds are whats dominating and will continue to dominate in the years to come. It
resonated with me because him saying that the biggest populations in the world are from Africa and Asia, being both African and 
Asian myself is extremely inspiring. But also uplifting and helping me realize that I need to tap into my roots, which is also owning 
who I am and where I come from and incorporating that into my art.

• All 3 panellists are pioneers in their own right. Hearing their stories was very motivating. Especially hearing from Golnar & Faith 
who have paved the way for women in the Industry. It was great learning about ways to get attention from not only a former artist 
turned businessman, but a publisher & A&R. Reservoir builds long term partnerships with their artists which in this climate is 
unheard of and shows they truly care! It was great to hear the passion in their voices. Learning the best ways to maintain 
relationships and longevity was the biggest takeaway. 

•It was incredible!! This was a world class panel that we got to witness.  Golnar is such a kickass person and so humble. This being 
the largest independent music company run and founded by a woman makes the impossible seem possible. They all have such long 
and rich careers in music, it was inspiring to see the longevity and impact they have had on the music industry. Faith's tenacity and 
passion set her up on a path to succeed, no matter what. Spek's journey from songwriter to business mogul by seeing the gaps in 
the industry was very inspiring. My largest takeaway is keeping and maintaining relationships, this is a relationship based industry 
and that cannot be overlooked if you want to be successful. There are many avenues to get to where you want and the key is to be
persistent and tenacious. Being an executive in the music industry is not easy but knowing these 3 have done it is very impactful and 
important to the music community. I hope to one day be represented by a company like Reservoir- intelligent, kind, compassionate!!
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NEW YORK TRIP – TALK WITH LESLIE GRULLON, INTERNATIONAL A&R WARNER CHAPPELL MUSIC
-ARTIST FEEDBACK
• it Was great meeting Leslie. As an Latina A&R, she is really paving the way and giving voices to not only 
females but POC. It was great to hear that as an international A&R, she’s not looking for someone who 
already has a fan base and is established which is something that hasn’t been said by other A &Rs we’ve met. 
It was a breath of fresh air to hear her speak about the support she’s received from other women in the 
industry. Overall, Leslie had such a cool spirit and vibe.

•Todays visit  made me feel very special. Even being in the building and having special passes to go up and be in the 
rooms that so many big talents like Saweetie, cardi b, dua lipa and so much more have been in was so inspiring. Leslie 
was so transparent and so sweet I absolutely loved her energy. She was so willing to share and explain the process of how 
she got to where she is today. This experience was a true blessing and another reason to believe that my dream is closer 
than expected. Also, a lot of these conversations with individuals who work behind the scenes started to spark the idea 
of me dabbling in opportunities behind the scenes as well.
•Leslie was so humble and nice and was just a great energy to converse with. I took away a lot of knowledge and viable 
information about the business side of the music including, connect with ppl in person to make the relationship and 
collaboration Doesn’t matter how much money you have you still need the right team to help you Get to know all 
avenues and ask questions in all departments. She told us to Take time to learn the business for yourself when no leads 
are their or given. Don’t just limit yourself to your surroundings and look and speak with ppl in the industry. She really 
gave a good insight of how it is working with a publishing label and so much more. I would love to say thank you for 
everything and giving your time to educate us within the industry.

• the tiime at Warner music was absolutely phenomenal! Not only was the building beautiful but the environment was 

calm and peaceful which I hadn’t expected! Meeting Leslie was awesome she was extremely down to earth and the 
opposite of what I envisioned someone who might hold her position might be like! She was extremely lovely as a person 
but more than that she provided tangible information and I loved she said that she isn’t necessarily looking to tiktok for 
superstars and that she preferred artists who had very little followers so that she could help with actually helping to 
shape the artist! I found this interesting because the general consensus feels to be that the numbers/metrics matter just 
as much as the talent if not more! So it was great to be provided with an alternate perspective most especially coming 
from someone who works at a major label! All in all had a wonderful experience and left feeling a lot more confident as 
to where I’m at in my musical journey! 

• was amazing. She seemed like a very genuine, kind, humble, and caring person. I am inspired by the songwriting camps 
Leslie co-curates, the one in Las Vegas with 200 songwriters especially! I would love to bring that back to my community 
this year by organizing a songwriters camp. I love how considerate and respectful Leslie seemed of all backgrounds and 
the fact that she has an interest in listening to all kinds of music makes her perfect for the role. I loved to see her 
enthusiasm about helping build the company TIDAL from the ground up. She emphasized the importance of a good team 
despite the amount of resources. I will apply this to my own career by making sure to nurture my current relationships in 
music because a good team will take you far. She kept going, went back to school to get her masters and interned at Sony 
and at UMG Verve. Leslie Anne is very tenacious, the fact that she kept going and kept learning to know more about 
every part of the industry you can tell she is very passionate. I want to continue learning as well, and take advantage of 
opportunities to educate myself. It was never her plan to be in Publishing but she's glad she's landed there. I think this is
such a great thing because you can plan life but life might have something in store that's better. She emphasized the 
importance of having a Black woman in a position of power at a company is and how big of an impact it has on 
encouraging more young POC women to be welcomed in the industry. I love how noticeable diverse the Warner Chappell 
office was, it was very cool to see.
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NEW YORK TRIP – TALK WITH LANTY HOU, ARISTA MARKETING EXECUTIVE -.Lanty spoke

about her experiences working with artists from around the globe and giving specific advice to everyone related to
their careers - the artists’ feedback shows how impactful it was:

ARTIST FEEDBACK
• Lanty gave incredible advice for artists in the developing stage.  I particularly resonated with her advice for artists who dive 
into a multitude of disciplines: "If you don't like to be boxed in, why box yourself in?“  She also gave helpful tips on how to 
prepare for the P1 visa, as many artists will need this to be able to work in the States. So far this has been the most valuable
talk we've had from an industry person since our trip.

• What a lovely chat we had! From the second she stepped in she felt like she cared and only had our backs in the industry. I 
appreciated her honesty and felt she really listened to my question and gave me new things to think about. I didn’t know that 
to apply for US VISAS they look at Press, which gave me some introspection to the whole process. she gave great advice from 
an independent artist level and took into account my years of experience and goals. Lastly, I learnt that there’s a market for
everyone, and although the 15 year olds may be on TikTok and feeding the algorithms, they aren’t the ones paying for concert 
tickets and merch and thats okay to have an older audience. Will definitely be contacting her to chat more, was a very 
productive meeting.

•. I loved our talk with Lanty Lou. she was super present when speaking to us. Her advise was very specific and extremely 
helpful in terms of gaining insight on the way the labels think. I also loved how ebonnie encouraged us to explain who we are 
and where we are at in our career because it helped narrow down specific topics that we need Lanty to talk about. loved when 
she advised on just keeping up with your social media, schedule content days and just focus on exposure. Because labels will 
always pay attention to that Lanty is an amazing human being, and speaking to her made me feel really safe

• Lanty was very sweet and cool! How she was able to make a career for herself in NYC being born and raised in Taiwan. Lanty
oversees projects from start to finish,, releasing a song from the point of receiving to A&R to the marketing campaigns. Her 
advice to us as independent artists is to try to build a following on social media and do the groundwork independently in a way 
that feels authentic to you. She emphasized the importance of consistency on social media so your audience knows what to 
expect of you- e.g., posting a cover video every Monday, this also allows for anticipation to build and your fans know you're 
there for them. Documenting the process to bring fans along with you, maintaining fan relationships by following up and 
giving them special perks, was some words of advice she had for us. Her work outside of Arista producing a large music festival 
based in NYC showcasing Taiwanese artists is amazing. I would love to do something similar in the future and put on a 
showcase of Canadian artists overseas. I really enjoyed seeing her sensitivity and care towards artists alongside her logical, 
analytical side which is necessary for the music business. A big takeaway I had is if you're a multidisciplinary artist, layer your 
talents up and gradually not confuse your audience with what you do. Having multiple skills is great and should be celebrated!

• Our chat with Lanty was very informative. She expertly explained how to navigate different hurdles within the industry. I 
particularly took note of her advice with regards to the different ways that we as emerging artists can over come certain 
hurdles most especially if you don’t like social media! her tips  about consistency and to know what audience one should cater 
to were very helpful! I also found it relieving that when I asked about niches and whether I had to niche down and box in my 
artistic talent she said no! She gave great advice as to how to layer in my talents portion by portion and I love that Ebonnie
added in that I had to prioritize my talents which is something that acting school truly taught me so that was a great 
reinforcement of that! All in all I walked away with very tangible advice as to some next steps within my career! 
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NEW YORK TRIP – Cinematic Music Group We had a great tour of the Brooklyn office space and meeting

with Mike Epstein and Brendan Laezza, an independent label, management, & content company putting artists' visions
first. They lead their digital marketing and efforts to develop new relationships for promoting Cinematic's roster of artists
using digital, social media, and live performance platforms and digital strategists to design promotions for album releases,
live touring, content releases, d-2-c e-commerce, viral and influencer marketing, and website development.
ARTIST FEEDBACK

•. Mike and Brendan really put into perspective what it looks like and how fast it can really go when a song hits. The one 

thing that they both said that stuck out to me was when they said that some artists think that once they get signed they 
can chill and the label will do all the work. But no that is not the case, you have to work harder otherwise you will be 
forgotten. I think the running theme with all these talks is that people are trying to help you. But you gotta meet everyone 
half way or sometimes all the way!

• .It was great hearing how they discover and work with the talent on their roster. From merch to digital marketing, Cinematic seems to 

really care about their artists. They also didn't seem to care about tiktok and put a lot of trust in their artists and their lifestyles which is 
something we haven't necessarily heard from other industry personnel. 

• IIt was a great experience to get an in-depth look at the independent label and feedback from the marketing expert Michael Epstein 

himself. He was very knowledgeable about the navigation and ins and outs of working with labels and independent artist. He gave a good 
insight of what we should do for up and coming artist and how not everyone is the same and we have to find our niches and what work 
for us. With that being said work on the things that you know that people are watching or focusing on when it come to your content and 
your music. Don't stop always keep working even if you get signed that's when you need to keep the hustle up and keep working. It 
really spoke to me and it made me want to work harder and do that best I can do. Great music has no expiration date and if your good 
and consistent you already got part of the package.

• They were extremely down to earth and clearly had strong expertise in digital marketing and artist relations.
Brendan's advice on continuing to do the work after being signed was helpful. He also made valid points about leveraging 
viral content and using them to pitch to labels and execs, rather than sitting back and letting the content plateau.

• Cinematic is a full service label, from marketing, management, to merchandising. I could see that both of these men were very
knowledgeable and hardworking.. They mentioned programs like HoneyJam do not exist in NYC, and it made me very proud of the work 
this organization is doing. Michael's advice for growing a fanbase including focusing on a social media app where most of your fans live 
and focussing on that. Don't put a lot of effort in places that don't make sense, do the due diligence to find the people who have an 
influence on the community you're trying to target. Diversify your contacts with people from all fields in the industry and know who can 
potentially help you. A large component of this is research and seeing where these people are most active, it can range from an 
instagram dm to an agent. Brenden was quick to add to take note of things that spark interest, if not useful now, log it for future 
reference. When approaching a label or professional, find a way to show how you can provide value to them without making it seem like 
spam. To get the attention of a label, do what you do and try to get media to notice you, labels are most likely looking at those for new 
artists/projects. Brenden advised RnB to check out @rnbassmusic @escapetracks. Create an aesthetic around your music, and make that 
cohesive to what you want to say. Be nuanced in your interests, be specific and consistent with branding. When getting to know an artist 
initially, they explained how important it is to get to know them as a person, their likes, dislikes, what genres of music. They put a big 
emphasis on how getting signed is not the end goal, you need to still persist and be proactive in growing as an artist alongside the label. 
It's important for trust between the label and artist to grow to keep in mind the business side and respect more creative thinking ideas of 
the artist. This talk inspired me to keep going and keep in the know of what's trending and how you can place yourself to be in the most 
successful position. I also know now how important it is to have a space that has access to photo labs, recording spaces, and meeting 
rooms where artists can meet, and create music together. We need more spaces like that in Toronto that are easily accessible.
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NEW YORK TRIP – Vintage Entertainment- Such a special and beautiful experience to
meet, learn from, perform for and vibe with artist/songwriter/executive/producer Rebstar and
singer/songwriter VirginMiri
FEEDBACK
•This was my favourite activity aside from performing at the open mics. I learnt so much from chatting with them 
both and getting an artist’s perspective who turned producer/executive. Also performing for them was really 
empowering and have been living on that cloud 9 vibe for the rest of the day. I love the belief he carries for his artist 
and the story of the weeknd he told. Makes me feel the loyalty he carries and excited for how Honey Jam can collab 
with them in the future.

•The talk today with Rebin was so comforting. As artists I feel like we just connected on a different level. It was so 
great to see how his face lit up when we all started to share our talent. What i took away from this talk is that you 
just gotta keep consistent. Willing to connect and work to get what you want. Even when he answered my question 
about having writers block and how he gets depressed when he doesn't write. I resonated with that because i always 
put myself down whenever i get into those modes. But hearing that the same thing happens with the big people in 
the industry and hearing how they navigate through it is amazing.

• Miri spoke about having  a good relationship with the people she works within the industry, she is a hands-on artist 
that will tell you what she hears or sees within her musical arrangements and lyrics. It was very interesting to learn 
that Rebstar was not only an artist but producer and manager. He was such a vibe. Made us all feel like if this is what 
we really want to-do, then do it and put one hundred percent effort in when doing so. People want to see your true 
self and want you can do so don't limit your talents. You can always layer up with all that you do and incorporate into 
your music. He also showed us that sometimes it’s just a gut instinct and you got to make that leap of faith if this is 
what you really want to-do. Don’t worry up and downs will come but if your push thru then you will make it whatever 
you want.

•Our visit with Rebstar and VirginMiri was very impactful to me. I loved seeing them bounce off one another, I 
appreciate that Rebstar knows the importance of space for female voices. I asked Rebstar for some advice as a young 
artist and entrepreneur. He told me that this is the most interesting time of my career and that the key is to just do it 
even if it's scary. You will make a thousand mistakes on the way but the amount of wins you get in the end is what 
will get you your goals. I liked how much of a people person Rebstar was you could tell he was genuine and 
appreciates the same in his work partnerships, for example T-Minus. What I want to carry with me is not to be afraid 
to wear multiple hats, allow yourself to be free from a box and do what you're called to do.
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NEW YORK TRIP

KEYCHANGE RECEPTION  Networking was a key part of the New York trip and the artists made the most out of every opportunity, working 
the room, introducing themselves and making connections from around the world with delegates from the Indie Week Music conference at 
the Keychange reception.

NYC3 Annual SONGWRITER SHOWCASE & AIMP GLOBAL MUSIC PUBLISHING SUMMIT

Thanks so much to Margaret McGuffin and Music Canada Publishing for inviting us to the NYC3 10th annual songwriter showcase which 
they also sponsored to close the AIMP Global Music Publishing Summit. Great to also see Kim Temple there who runs their Women in the 
Studio producer program some of our alums have participated in and we also ran into one of our biggest supporters Marina Adam of Ontario 
Creates.
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Royal Conservatory Tour! Thanks so much to Executive Director Mervon Mehta for giving us a tour of one of 
the largest and most respected music education institutions in the world which has been in operation for more than 
130 years, running music programming benefiting millions of individuals around the world. Their mission is based on 
the conviction that the arts are humanity's greatest means to achieve personal growth and social cohesion.
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•
Attendee Feedback – Royal Conservatory Tour

• The tour was extremely inspiring and breath taking in its beauty, sophistication, and rich history. The clever 
integration of their historic structures and antique instruments with this modernized state of the art performance hall 
have such beautiful stories their reasoning and methods of preservations. For example the original McMaster 
university building being located inside the modern royal Conservatory building-breathtaking!

•It was an amazing experience just to be present. To experience the same view from the stage of such an esteemed 
institution, where countless major artists have performed , felt reassuring and inspiring because it allowed my mind to 
visualize what performing at this venue would look like.   It inspired me to also want to continue to level up, i feel that 
there is even more responsibility to ensure I’m living up to the same standard as the many artists before me.
Knowing that there are some jazz programs certainly motivates me to enrol. Also, considering i can come in with any 
level of experience or even none and still be eligible to to learn and be accredited by such a notable institution also 
with the lists of many phenomenal artists alums.

• Learning about the acoustic treatment of the concert hall was definitely the highlight for me. I don't often see shows 
where the focus is on the technicality and musicality of the performer/ raw instrument sound, so seeing a venue that is 
designed for that purpose was interesting. It reminded me of the theatre spaces I used to work in, where acoustic 
treatment was vital for non-mic performances. The artistic director's passion for his job was very apparent. Listening 
to his enthusiasm for classical music inspired me to go and critically listen to some. I usually just put it on when I'm 
studying as background noise, but after our session, I sat down and did a listening session focused on the music. I 
ended up finding a few songs I really like and now have a deeper appreciation for that style of music.

• My favourite part of the tour was getting to stand on the stage of the concert hall and hear how amazing the 
acoustics were in the space as well as learning all the technical aspects of how sound moves in the space. Hearing how 
many Musicians and even political officials that have studied music at the royal conservatory and then went of to 
huge things, motivates me to many to just continue to work on my craft more and more, and its truly a testament that 
you can certainly come in as a beginner and work your way to become a phenomenal musician opening door to 
Juliard and other musical and performance institutions.  #OutOfaMovie #FeelingInspired.
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At our launch & JESSIA Artist Talk we introduced the 2022 Artist Cohort, the artists 
surprised JESSIA by performing one of her songs followed by an engaging conversation 
and Q&A hosted by MuchMusic VJ Verdah
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•

Attendee Feedback – JESSIA talk
• Jessia was incredibly inspirational. To hear the behind the scenes of how an artist in this generation can blow up overnight thanks to the power of social media. 
I love that we got to hear the realistic point of view from someone who has gone viral. Jessia talked about the shortcomings and the advantages of social media 
and how that gives our generation an edge to get ahead as musicians and as artists in the industry. It was also really reassuring to see how down to earth Jessia is 
regardless of the success she’s had so far.  It also made me feel like I’m on the right track as far as staying

•I really appreciated the insight she gave us on the inner workings of the industry and how she was able to find a manager that was able to not only complement 
what she was already doing but also assist her in getting the next stage in her industry journey.  I also really felt encouraged to make better use of my TIktok. 
Hearing the way Instagram and TikTok algorithms work motivates me to repurpose my Instagram reel that maybe were by a hit, and see how TikTok takes to 
them; especially now that i have a new song! I’m excited for Jessia, she’s just scratching the surface, and had accomplished so much in this short period of time. 
When it’s my turn I will definitely look back in this event as one of the experiences that opened my eyes and my mind!

• It was my first event with Honey Jam. As soon as I arrived I felt the cool energy and the global vibe that was insane. The girls were really welcoming and I made 
connections with a lot of them. Ebonnie was really nice and professional. Concerning the Jessia’s Talk, it was really interesting. She was really authentic and speak 
with her heart. The best advice I retain, is SOCIAL MEDIA. To work in the music industry she said, the social medias are a big part that can help you get worldwide 
and I totally agree with her. Another thing that stayed in my mind was when she said “instead of waiting for it to happen, chase it”. For me it means that if you 
never try, nothing will happen. But if you search, you work and you manifest it you have a lot more of chances to obtain and reach your goals. Overall, it was 
really interesting and I ask her personal questions concerning TikTok and some tips that are gonna be useful for me! Thank you for this nice event is was 
amazing. Being part of the Honey Jam team is an amazing opportunity for me and I am so grateful for it! Excited for the next event coming up!!!!

• The talk with Jessia was so beautifully honest and candid.  The biggest takeaway for me was that as artists and songwriters, we have to experience life (i.e., 

travel, get your heart broken, lose a job, etc.) in order to write about it. So for that reason, we shouldn't kick ourselves when we aren't constantly "working" and 
producing material all the time, because these experiences are what shape the music we create. Her advice about being a celebrity to whoever is watching your 
social media content also really stuck with me... I had a bit of a lightbulb moment when she pointed out how we often would get discouraged by 200 views on 
TikTok, but would be excited about 200 people in a live audience. Her advice on finding a manager was also helpful, when she encouraged us to go out and 
actively seek managers. This was contrary to a lot of advice from managers themselves, who say that they will find you if they want you badly enough.

• Getting to know JESSIA in such an intimate and personal environment was such a beautiful experience. It was so refreshing to talk with an artist who is still so 
down to earth and able to be honest and real with a group of strangers. Ebonnie said it best that it felt like we were at a big sleepover talking as girlfriends as 
opposed to it feeling formal. I loved hearing JESSIA's approach to finding creative inspiration. I often get down on myself when I am in a writing rut or a place 
where I am not inspired to be creative and to hear JESSIA talk so openly about the importance of needing to LIVE an interesting life in order to WRITE interesting 
life stories with in a song, was a game changing perspective. She talked about how even when she is out with friends, going on adventures or even reading or 
watching tv, she is still 'working'. She doesn't feel bad for taking breaks to live her life, laugh with friends or get her heart broken because they are all allowing 
her to make art that can connect and relate to the world. I thought that was such a beautiful way of viewing a moment of writer's block that is still so hopeful and 
inspiring as well as being a huge revelation for myself and my mindset. The other thing I really took away from this talk was the importance of social media and 
not being afraid of posting 'too much'. I have tried to be more active and intentional on social media over this last year but hearing JESSIA's story of her rise on 
TikTok and how it took 60 videos of the same song for 1 to be noticed was a huge encouragement for me to be even more active and take advantage of the 
benefits social media has. After this talk, I am inspired to get really active on TikTok specifically, not hold back at all just to see what will come of it. Overall, it was 
an incredibly beneficial to meet JESSIA, hear her story and acquire the advice she had for all of us as up and coming artists and I am forever grateful for the 
Honey Jam in offering us this opportunity.
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Song Camp - a joint initiative between Honey Jam, Post office/DOOGOOD, and Warner Chappell Music Canada and focused on 
Honey Jams ethos. Our main focus for this camp is that artists/songwriters have the right space to create music with each other and have an amazing 
artistic exchange. We will come together for 2 days to write and collaborate on new music for a specific artists and briefs for pitching. It is also geared to 
promote community bridging & creative connectivity through curated networking, access to space & opportunity driven focus in partnership 
with Warner Chappell’s publishing networks.
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•
Attendee Feedback

• Wow, what an amazing experience this year’s songwriting camp was. It was so interesting collaborating with artists with different 
styles of music AND singing. I think this opportunity really pushed me to dig a little deeper and challenged me artistically. I have 
never worked on a song with a producer from scratch before, it blew my mind. I definitely want to write all my songs in this way
moving forward. I just feel like ive grown so much as an artist from this one experience. Especially listening to what our peers 
came up with was so inspiring. This songwriting camp made me want to become a better writer, and I am just grateful i got 
to experience this opportunity. Definitely a huge blessing i wasn’t expecting

• I had a great time with all the producers and artists at the post office sound studio. This opportunity was incredible. I was matched with an 
excellent and talented artist. We created and collaborated together and wrote a song that I am very proud of. I learned some tips to write song 
and shared some also with Siobhan. Our energy were almost the same and we really had a great vibe together. We found a friend in each other 
and will surely see each other outside of the event to write other songs and have fun together. Evan, was the guy producing the song we created 
and he brought up really good ideas. He was really attentive to what we wished and was opened for everything. He was very professional and 
understood our vibes right away. That day was amazing for me and I am 100% down for others events like this. Thank you so much again for 
the opportunity I am so grateful. The song we created will go on my album I’m writing right know and I’m so excited for it to happen!

• The songwriting camp was by far one of my favourite Honey Jam events thus far! It was so cool to be in the same space with 
young passionate songwriters. I absolutely loved working with my group Evan & JUNE, we worked well together! It was fun writing 
a song with another 17 year old since we could relate in many ways. We not only connected on musical level but on a personal 
level and without the camp we wouldn’t have made this connection. I learned how songwriting is such a special 
collaborative experience and how it can bring people closer together. Also the food was amazing and the converse are super cool 
so thank you so so much for this amazing opportunity!

• Attending the Honey Jam songwriting camp was an incredible experience. Getting to work with other artists and see their creative process in a 
professional and creative capacity challenged us as artists to create a song within a set period of hours, make space for each other’s creativity 
and feedback. Our goal was to do whats best for the song, which meant trying different things, being open minded and judgement free.There was 
such great vibes in our studio, and with everyone in the building as well. This really gave me a sense of creative and artistic freedom, it truly felt like 
a safe space for my creative ideas to flow. I can certainly say that the co-writers in my session felt the same. By the time we came out of the studio 
we were all very delighted by our creation.The studios are gorgeous ! Modern interior design, and high quality sound system where we got to hear 
each others creations after the session. The mood setting lights set the vibe for the all the artist groups in their own studios. The staff was very 
friendly, helpful, and creatively knowledgeable.
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FEEDBACK
•I re

• I enjoyed the artist talk with Tobi. As someone who comes from a very similar background as Tobi, 
where I have African parents who are in the more traditional side and also had to find a way to 
pursue music while also pursuing a degree it was very motivating to hear how he didn’t let it stop 
him from pursuing his dream. I also really appreciated hearing exactly how he went from his post 
grad situation to a place where he could sustain himself just from music which was funding it self 
which is what I’m trying to do so it was very helpful to hear that perspective.

• One of my favourite events by far! I knew TOBi before going into the event so I was very excited to 
hear what he had to say about the music industry and his career in general. It was interesting to hear 
him talk about songwriting. He said that he enjoys doing it most by himself and it took him a while to 
get used to the idea of collaboration. As an artist myself, I definitely can relate to this. The vibe of the 
interview was great, Vivian was a great interviewer and TOBi responded well. TOBi seemed like such 
a down to earth person, I am so glad I got to hear him speak and meet him!

• TOBi is truly an inspiring artist and I really respect his commitment to keeping his artistry 
authentic. I also have a few of his songs saved on my Spotify so it was great to see the person I've 
been listening to in person. Listening to him speak about how he worked on music through school 
and while having a full-time job really inspires me to work even harder. It also makes my dream of 
doing music full time seem more achievable, as other artists before me, like TOBi, were able to do. I 
can't wait to see where his career goes in the future and I am grateful that Honey Jam put this event 
together.

• IIt was so great to hear from TOBi about the sacrifices it takes to be an artist. We all know it takes 
hard work and a true grind to be a successful artist, especially in today's world but we don't often 
talk about how that hard work also means sacrificing. Whether it is a night out with friends, 
vacations, the latest clothes and even just the idea of free time - it is crucial that we commit to some 
of these sacrifices in order to put our all into the grind. It was really inspiring to hear how TOBi went 
about this process and be reminded of what those sacrifices can help you achieve. I also loved how 
he stayed so grounded and true to himself throughout this whole process!!

• I was enlightened by his story and now understand more of the sacrifices one has to make 
to achieve their artistic goals.  He gave me a lot of insight on the fact that people want to 
know your story and that’s when they will feel compelled to listen to your music. He shared 
that engaging and building your community is really what would propel you as an artist.
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Mentor Café – professionals from all areas of the music industry – lawyers, record label 
reps, producers, artists, publicists, managers, vocal coaches, songwriters, sync experts 
and more met and gave advice to our emerging artists
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Attendee Feedback – Mentor Mixer

• The mentor mixer was amazing! The experience of talking with many different industry people definitely helped me become more 
comfortable with networking. It was very cool to talk to each mentor and get their perceptive & advice on what I need to work on in 
terms of social media. I learned that sharing your day to day lifestyle with your audience can definitely enhance your image. It
shows your character, making you easier to relate to. My favourite mentors were Lincoln & Elaine. Not only was it nice to talk with 
a manager and get his advice but Lincoln was a very down to earth person who I connected with on a personal level. And same for 
Elaine. I am so glad to have worked with her for the past couple events. Overall this event was super educational & fun! I learned 
so much!

• I would say it was the most helpful event thus far. Through out the conversation I spoke to people in many different fields, like 
sync, publishing, PR and management. I would say the Manager Lincoln Blaché was the most beneficial contact I made from the 
event he answered all the questions I’ve had for a long time but also proved to be very open to helping me in the future which was 
really nice. Lincoln had a lot of tips about gaining a following and building a community and I’m looking forward to implementing as 
much of it as I can.

• I liked that I was able to ask questions specific to my situation/career and get very helpful advice. I spoke to publicists, 
songwriters, managers, A and R reps and publishers at the event. They all gave me excellent insight into what steps I should be 
taking to further my career. I feel more confident in my business direction and feel more prepared to take on the industry after the 
mentor mixer! My favourite mentor was State of Sate. She was so kind and not only gave me great advice on how to get into co-
writing spaces advice for staying mentally well in this industry. She was easy to talk to and made me feel more confident in my 
artistry.

• The mentor mixer was such a cool and beneficial experience. I have not done a lot of intentional networking before and especially not in this 
way. I talked to so many people that helped clear any blurred understanding I had of aspects of the music industry. I left feeling so much more 
confident on my knowledge of the music industry and my place in it. I feel I have a clearer understanding of what I should be doing at this 
point in my career and an idea of what some of my next steps should be as I enter the next phase of my artist journey. It was also incredible to 
leave with a personal connection to industry professionals who could be instrumental in the success of my career now or down the road. I am 
so grateful for that time and the experience!!

• I learned about networking and the importance of telling a story with my artistry from Jermayne. I learned the importance of vocal exercises 
from Elaine. Sate and I talked a lot about songwriting collaborations. I I received a lot of music and life advice  - also about, artistry, 
songwriting and confidence as an artist.
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Charmaine Arti!
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I think publishing can be really confusing so hearing it broken down from someone like Vivian 
who is snowledgeable definitely helped me understand better.

Some key takeaways for me would have been Vivian’s advice to make a note of your Socan 
number and information ready for cowrites and emailing. I think this will be really beneficial for 
me as I co-write a lot.

Publishing 101- Attendee Feedback
• It was very insightful & I learned a lot about how collaboration could be utilized and how that could advance one’s career and that it’s 
important to make sure that all parties on the song are equally strong creative songwriters. Also learning about the great potential of a 
legitimate full-time job as a songwriter, as a respectable and stable career path opportunity for artists, I’m certainly interested in that. To hear 
the panellists describe and unpack what a day in the life of a professional songwriter would look like gave me a lot more of a realistic picture 
of a what a potential career path could be for myself as an artist. I feel like I’ve been given more career path options in the creative world just 
off of the publishing discussion today.  I used to be very hesitant to sample music in my production and I was always very afraid of people 
stealing my work, but how the panelists explained these types of scenarios, helped me have a new perspective and embrace these sort of 
situations and utilize that as a form of press, social media trend vehicles and free advertisement to advance my own musical career.

•As an artist that is independent and has had to wear all the different hats and really do it all myself, I am pleased to hear that there’s so many 
positives of working with other people and it just gives me more confidence to get more into cowriting sessions, song camp recording session 
and collaborating with other artists because I know that I can hold my own as an independent creative, but I’m also open minded to other 
peoples process a creative as well.

•My past experiences of collaborating lead to amazing music on Spotify, and I’m even more excited to do that now as I have grown so much 
since my first album release.
Now that i have a new song i just released and i will be participating in my first song camp ever, i feel more equipped with the knowledge i 
need regarding how to make my music generate income and most importantly how to ensure my songs will love a long life.

• It was beneficial in growing my understanding of how the industry functions from a legal aspect. I have had issues in the past of not knowing 
how to do splits on a song when entering a collaborative situation, so I really enjoyed getting to hear from Socrates about how he does his 
split. Also, I really appreciated his stress in understanding that discussing splits doesn't need to stunt creativity.

•The importance of acquiring the right to use a sample was a big topic of the session. As someone who thought I don't really use samples in 
my music, it was interesting to note that samples can be melodies, bass lines, drums, etc, so I will most likely (in some point in my career) 
need to pass the right to use a sample.

• The Publishing 101 workshop was so educational. I learned a lot about how a song is split up and how it depends on the situation. For 
example a songwriter may get 50% of the song and then the publisher will get the other 50%. In a lot of independent artist cases, we are our 
own publisher. I also learned about the culture of sampling and how complicated it can be sometimes to get the rights for whatever you are 
sampling. Meaning pay for the sampling as soon as possible, do not wait. Overall I learned that knowing what your rights are when it comes to 
getting the money that you have earned is very important when being a artist.
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For our Music Industry Session, instructors Sandy Pandya and Noah Schwartz  explored three main subjects:  1) Artist Management Behind the scenes 
of any great artist is a great manager working to create a great brand. We will explore the role and importance of an artist manager, what they do, and 
how they impact the career of the artist and their brand. We'll begin with the basics: why an artist needs a manager, the keys to finding the right partner, 
and a typical management contract. From there, we'll cover the details of planning an artist's career, money management, and what to do when things go 
wrong. 2) Curating Authentic Narratives explores developing narratives for emerging professionals to tell their story in creative and professional 
environments. This considers artists and other professionals but considers bio writing activities and 3) Infinite Span of Careers in Music explores the 
interdisciplinary nature of music in the creative industries. There are a wide variety of roles and jobs available across the industry that are not formally 
discussed in educational contexts. These include managers, publishers, distributors, merchandisers, technologists, and many others.
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Arthaus Industry Workshop Feedback
•/attracting a manager. Game changing information that I am truly honored and grateful to have 

• Today's session with Sandy and Noah was incredible and actually life changing! I had not thought a lot about 
management and what that could look like for me down the road as an artist, and it was so useful to get some greater 
insight into the world of managers and the overall music industry. It can be such a confusing world looking in and it so it 
was reassuring to have Sandy and Noah break down some of those barriers and provide some clarity on what it is all about. 
I feel much more equipped moving forward into my career to know when the best time to look for a manager is, what I 
want in a manager and the best way to go about acquiring/attracting a manager. Game changing information that I am 
truly honored and grateful to have received from such lovely and knowledgeable people!!

• I learned so much about artist management and how to write an effective bio from our time with Art House. Before 
entering the workshop, I was under the impression that I had to release more music before finding artist management, and 
that I would most likely need to reach out to them. Now I know that it is better for management to find me early in the 
development so they can help support me in my release. As well, I need to find a person that meshes well with my 
personality because their job will be heavily intertwined with my personal life. How I should go about finding 
management? Well, the answer to that was to manifest so I guess I'm trying that. As for the bio workshop. Noah gave a 
great outline of how to write an effective bio. I have gone back and updated all my bios based on his advice.

• I found the industry workshop very very interesting. I was very helpful to learn from two industry professionals. Going 
into the session I had a lot of questions about finding management and what stage in my career I should try to do so and I 
definitely had my questions answered and was given a much better idea of my next steps in my career. It was also very 
helpful to learn about other careers in the industry that I can pursue on the side to help fund my career. Finally the artist
bio composition segment was really helpful and gave me an idea of how I may restructure mine in the future.

• It was amazing! I'm so glad there are so many chances to meet with the other girls in the group!  I really liked hearing 
what Sandy had to say about the manager & artist relationship. Her perspectives as an artist manager really has me 
thinking about what I need to be focusing on by myself, and when the time comes the right manager will find me. I won't 
waste too much time hunting for a manager anymore. It's allowed me to prioritize some things I should be focusing on 
instead. Thanks for the opportunity. Really good session.
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Universal StudioTour and A&R Talk Feedback
•/attracting a manager. Game changing information that I am truly honored and grateful to have 

• Getting to tour Universal Music Studio was a dream come true. Experiencing walking through the halls where so many artists I admire come and record makes 

me want to work even harder so I one day make an album in a studio like that. Listening to the adobe surround sound was definitely my favourite part of the tour. I 
felt like I was sitting in the studio listening to the whole band play around me with the sound system. I don't think I can listen to stereo in the same way ever again 
after that.

• The Q and A with A and R reps was very insightful. I was under the impression that you needed to have music out and streams for them to notice you, but Natash
told us of how she is working with an artist who has no following or music out. That gives me hope that I might get signed, if that's the right direction for my career, 
sooner than I think. I really don't like having to manage my analytics, but after hearing how A and R find people through peaks in social media and streams, I realize 
now I should probably pay more attention.

• IIt was great to see Studio 80A - that new “atmos“ format sound is pretty insane and the feeling of it was incredible. The q&a / talk with the A&R was also pretty 

interesting. It’s cool to know some infos from them and specifically what they are looking for or working for. That event gave me the opportunity to open and build 
a bit more my music network and get some contact from important people. I was really happy to be able to attend this event since I’m really far I took the bus from 
Montreal to Toronto for that and it was super cool and fun! Thank you for this opportunity!

• It was such a fun event! The space was wonderful, eg; the studios had so much cool equipment including a Wurlitzer! We also got to check out the Dolby Sound 
which was awesome. The whole song was around you & you could hear every single little sound. It definitely ruined stereo sound for me lol! Also SHAWN MENDES 
worked those studios which is so cool! Another great part of this event was just being the Honey Jam girls, I feel like the more events we go to the more we bond! 
Thanks again Honey Jam for an spectacular event!

• Touring the facilities and new studio was incredible! The space is absolutely stunning and the people who work there are so kind. They were so inviting, 
welcoming and generous in sharing their time and knowledge with us. My favourite part by far was getting to experience their new Atmos listening set up in their 
large studio room. It was a transformational listening experience like nothing any of us had ever experienced before and transports you to a different musical place. 
I learned a ton from the people on the A&R team about what to focus on as a developing artist and where labels look for their talent. Overall, I had such an amazing 
time and took so much away from the opportunity. Thank you Honey Jam and Universal!!!!

• The experience at Universal music was very exciting as it was a peek into the future. We got to see why the new technological wave looks like in regard to sound 
engineering. the atmos rig is quite an incredible state of the art tool. It a virtual room on a computer screen that replicates the studio the engineer is sitting in, and it 
allows the engineers to hear a sound very clearly as if they were sitting in the mix. It’s like a movie theatre experience of a a movie. we were even told that Mac 
books were going to begin to contain this new technology. These new smart files can detect the number of speakers and which frequency to send to each stem or 
frequency to the appropriate speaker. Essential the sound can recalibrate the sound distribution based on the room size and number of speakers there by mixing 
itself to accommodate the sound system it’s being played on. The Atmos file aka smart file is a mind. Blowing concept. The engineer in me certainly geeked out. It 
was quite a treat. Also finding out that we were in the same recording studio as J. Cole was really cool. and the fact that it was $300 a day for public users is very 
enticing. The lights in stages are gorgeous. so much time and care went into the acoustics of the studios and the performance rooms. definitely a place I’d love to 
perform in one day.
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Entertainment Law 101 Attendee Feedback

• The entertainment law workshop was incredibly informative and reassuring for me as an artist.   As most of the information is 
“common sense” and pretty straight forward when documenting terms of agreements, it was absolutely eye opening to hear all the 
little caveats that can potentially impact ones career immensely in the future.  By getting the full picture of the importance of having 
an entertainment lawyers and knowing what they do for the composers/artists , and running a business as an artist, it allowed me
to feel more confident about about potentially “taking a deal” one day because know i know i would truly have the necessary 
support that i need in order to do this strategically.

•I would have been hindering my own advancement and success out of the fear of being scammed in a contract. However, hearing 
how the lawyers were very willing to help regardless of budget was certainly eye opening in the sense that they would truly rather 
have someone call a lawyer and find out if in fact they do need legal assistance or not, rather than not consulting a lawyer at all, 
because the impact of signing a contract that is not fully understood whether it’s in layman’s terms or not, can potentially put a halt 
on the advancements of ones career for several years.  Seeing their clients on the wall gave a lot of credibility to the panel 
of entertainment lawyers that spoke with us. Certainly helped me see the trajectory of where I could be one day, with a platinum 
record hanging in the their office.

• The Entertainment Law 101 workshop was extremely helpful. The workshop was very informative and all of the lawyers gave 
very detailed answers. I learned about how rights work when it comes to collaborative projects; all credits need to be split up into 
percentages. I also learned the importance of understanding contracts that are given to you for deals. There are people out there 
that could scam you so it is important to understand what you are signing. An entertainment lawyer is the person to help with that. 
One of the biggest takeaways from the session was that we are not only artists, but we are full-on brands, so knowing the 
business side of things when being a musician is essential. My favourite part of the workshop was that I now understand more 
about the business side of the industry from a lawyer’s perspective.

• It was a great experience to have a inside of what you don’t usually see upfront as a musician. It was nice to get some 
knowledge on the other side of what maybe to look for and what are some red flags. For myself this workshop was a lesson to be 
learned to know that behind all the lights ,camera, action there is the part of where I need to know more than just my own craft
because this is your original work on the line.

• Such a good and informative workshop. We got some really good insight of what to look out for as an artist before signing any contract and 
potential red flags and what would be considered a standard contract. WHEN it's time for me to review any contract I will definitely turn to 
this firm for advice. Great people!
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Rogers Media Centre Visit Feedback
• IIt was an amazing meeting some of the  team at Rogers  and to see the studio. Everyone we met  was so positive and it was clear that the people who work there 

are passionate about their jobs. Prior to this experience, I had no idea how radio functions. Now I have a general idea of how songs are selected to be played, what 
the job of the host is, and how the changing nature of listener habits has effected marketing strategy. Social media is integral to radio success, just like us artists!

• I learned about strategies to ensure a successful media interview, general financial advice, and the importance of treating everyone equally. It was amazing to get 
to hear from Julia, as she’s gave great advice on being a leader.

• I really learned a lot from Gurdeep (host of CHFI radio station) about the different ways to prepare for an interview as an artist. It makes perfect sense but I had 
never thought about how you might have 30 seconds in one interview, 3 minutes in another and 15-20 in a different one, and how crucial it is to know how to get 
your point across effectively in the time that you have. I also learned that you need to cater your language for the different mediums that you are being interviewed 
on to engage different audiences!! I learned so much!!

• It was an amazing experience to be a part of. This was the first event I got to attend with the Honey Jam Fam, and I already felt such a community within the girls 
that it inspired me as an artist to hear everything everyone has had to say. Especially when we got to ask questions, the curiosity in the group, the drive everyone 
has about music especially for being a female artist in the industry. Getting to see Kiss 9.25 was a great perspective of being in the shoes of someone who comes in 
for a radio interview, what it takes for a song to get on the radio in Canada (MAPLE) , and gives that push of imagination that we can be in that seat one day! My 
favourite part was meeting the actual people behind the scenes or up and front of the scenes as well. The tips and tricks, do’s and don’t’s for an interview, advice, 
and genuine feelings that are being said were great information that we could relate to (being your true authentic self). I felt very welcomed by each and every 
single person that was there to talk to us, and allowing us to have that spotlight of introducing ourselves really opened that space for us artists. It’s great to see a 
different perspective of the industry where as I would be listening to a radio station, or watching the news broadcast, to being in the building where the magic 
happens.  Advice that stood out to me was, if we are looking for any person to work with us that we keep in mind that they represent you and your core. Also 
digging deep to knowing what you want , as simple as that sounds, some may not know what they want but it’s a great foundation to your values as an artist and 
what you want to showcase your craft out to the world.

• IIt was my first time seeing the background behind radio. Everyone who had helped with the tour had been excellent and very kind. It was nice to have a one on 

one talk with everyone and have a real conversation about do’s and dont’s for on air interviews.

• I thoroughly enjoyed visiting Rogers and meeting their incredible team. Most notably, their kindness and willingness to open their doors and have conversations 
with us was amazing. It’s not often you meet industry professionals at that level who are as engaged and wanting to help emerging artists succeed with such 
authentic enthusiasm. Oh! And hanging in the KISS FM radio booth was a total bonus! :) Thanks again Honey Jam for the opportunity!

• This visit was very inspiring and gave me a lot of ideas for a professional potential creative career path in radio and broadcasting. Their radio control room is a 
gorgeous estate of the art studio.  Shem was very informative and real in the advise and back stories he gave. He empowered us as young people to capitalize on 
our knowledge of social media - it massively important, but it’s an area generations before us aren’t as savvy with.  Meeting with the Rogers media team gave us 
great perspective from the inside out, a look at the past as well as down the road in the future for instance how interviewers try to keep things interesting and how 
artists should be mindful of their responses regarding the platform they’re on and how long sound bites for socials will be. I also appreciated the advice about  
saving money and investing for the future.
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Vocal & Performance Master Class - Attendee Feedback

• This experience was incredible! It is still hard to believe what an honor it was to work with Elaine in the legendary 
revolution recording studio. Elaine is a true vocal genius and I loved watching her make tiny suggestions that made all the 
differences in our performances. She has so much knowledge on the voice, performance, what it means to be an artist, 
and I think I speak for all of us who attended in saying, we left better musicians even just after 3 hours with Elaine. I am 
forever grateful to Honey Jam and Elaine for this opportunity and I can not wait to learn more from Elaine in the years to 
come as I continue to develop my craft and hone in my artistry.

• The Vocal Masterclass with Elaine was spectacular! First, the Revolution Recording studio is amazing. The soundboard, the grand piano, and 
just the space was beautiful. It was an honour to perform in such an great space. In terms of the actual masterclass, I learned so much. Elaine 
started the masterclass with learning how to warmup properly. She went through a couple of exercises for example, the “YEAH” exercise. 
Personally this exercise helped me get out of my comfort zone and unleash my inner warrior! Then everyone got to perform the song they are 
singing in the showcase… and everyone was incredible! The support in the room was insane! I feel like this was a great way for all the 2022 
Honey Jam artists to connect. It was also super cool how Elaine broke down everyone’s performances and worked with each performer. What 
was incredible about Elaine’s teaching style is how she gets EVERYONE out of their shell. It’s inspiring to see for sure! Overall, the experience 
was amazing, it was fun and super helpful! Thank you Honey Jam again for another great event!

• Elaine is truly a legend and I am so grateful that I got to work with her. I learned so much from her master class from ways to improve my 
vocal technique to the importance of bringing out my inner warrior on stage. I think my biggest takeaway from our time with Elaine was to be 
brave, and know that practice doesn't make perfect but "perfect practice makes perfect". Just 'working' on a song will not improve my 
performance, rather I need to recognize what needs to be improved and implement informed changes. Hopefully through Elaine's CD that she 
was so kind to gift us with I can begin my journey of perfect practice to improve my vocal technique. As well, watching all the other 
performers work with Elaine gave me lots of ideas on how to improve myself. The people in the program this year are so talented and each 
brings their own unique skills to the table.

• Elaine’s master class was definitely one of my favourite events so far. We were able to tour the beautiful revolution studio and get practice 
on our performances. As I watched all the other girls go through their performances and receive critique from Elaine I learnt a lot about 
performing and picked up some things I can implement in my own performance. It was amazing to see how talented everyone is. It was also 
really interesting to hear about Elaine’s amazing career and all the amazing experiences she’s had. I was also really grateful for all the singing 
tips she gave and the warm up exercises she promised to provide us with via email. Overall I learnt a lot and I was really glad to be given the 
opportunity to attend.
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Concert – 15 artists hailing from across Canada in a wide variety of genres took to the stage for 
dynamic performances of their original music at the legendary El Mocambo!
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http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?pid=2808737&id=654401084
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Concert Feedback
•The concert was by far the best live performance experience I've had in my career far. I've never played with such a talented band before. They 
really took my song from good to excellent and I was so inspired that I am now working on putting together a band myself. It was challenging to 
keep my energy up all day as we has to be there pretty early for sound check and there was a lot of waiting in between. Other than that I think 
everything ran very smoothly. I gained about 30 followers on Instagram afterwards and that number is continuing to grow. People really loved 
watching me perform and said that the venue's sound system was great! People wished I could have talked to them directly after the concert and 
during intermission but the artists were needed in other places. Online, I was told the cameras weren't fully keeping up with me but I am pretty 
speedy.  Afterwards, I had a few members of Wax Records reach out to me. I'm sure that as I keep appearing in the industry people who saw me 
at the show will remember who I am.

• The concert was an experience like none other. For me, it will always be a moment in time that stands out as a huge milestone in my life and career. I felt so much 
support and love coming from an audience of people I didn't even know and that filled my heart more than I thought it could be filled. The best part of it all was 
seeing each one of the artists become a superstar on stage. Each one owned their craft and commanding that stage, and I just felt so proud of them!! It was definitely 
a little nerve-racking though for myself and I'm sure a lot of the other artists. I know for me it was the biggest stage I'd performed on as a solo artist and it was also a 
scenario where you really want to make a good impression. Especially considering we only had 1 song to make that impression!!But overall, I was extremely excited 
and grateful for the opportunity the whole day leading up to it and could not have imagined that night going any better than it did! I gained more followers after that 
night which was so cool!! I gained approximately 30 followers that night, another 10 over the next few days and it only continues to increase as more photos and 
videos circulate social media. I got to meet the team from 'Pickle Jar' and have had a call with them already to set up my artist account on their app which I am very 
excited about. That will for sure help me build a fan base, announce my shows to people and really give people the opportunity to support me! On top of that, they 
are some of the sweetest people I have met and am glad to have their support! I also met one of the head engineers for the El Mocambo and had a great 
conversation with him and got his contact info. It will be great to know someone connected to the venue industry! I had the pleasure of being reached out to by 
Canadian music magazine to do an interview on the Honey Jam experience which I am thrilled about. And finally, I met tons of new artists and others from the 
audience who loved my music and want to follow my career (including a vocal coach who works with Elaine)! I'm sure I am missing a few but wow, what a fabulous 
opportunity to connect with people!  I can't thank Honey Jam enough for this opportunity and all the opportunities that will come from this experience. I feel like I 
have changed so much as an artist over the last 2 months and have grown in my confidence in the industry. I can't even describe my gratitude in words that portray 
my feelings so all I can say is, thank you for being a pivotal part of my career! Keep doing what you do!! Honey Jam Fam forever!!

• The concert experience was amazing! The best part for me was feeling the energy in the room from the audience. I felt like it made my performance because I was 
bouncing my energy off of them. As well as, being able to watch all the other girls perform. I absolutely loved seeing all of them perform, they were all great people 
and I'm so glad I got to see them shine on stage! I gained  followers on my instagram during/after the concert. However, I more so noticed my Spotify streams 
skyrocket up over a thousand a day since the concert. The type of feedback I got from people who were watching was how talented everyone was this year. 
Everyone had their own thing going on which was super cool to see! Personally, the feedback I was given was how brave I was for going up on stage and being one of 
the youngest ones. lol! As well as, many people liked my song and said I had a powerful voice! In terms of the live stream, many people said it was very HIGH quality 
and very easily accessible! I met the team of the indie record label Wax Records at the event and talked with them for a bit! In addition, I had a couple industry people 
follow me on Instagram following the performance. I had a couple people reach out to me. One of those being Jenn Ivy, one of the event coordinators with whom 
I've worked with before. She has always been so supportive of my career and I am glad she was there at the event!Again thank you at Honey Jam for the opportunity 
to perform at such a legendary venue. It was an amazing experience & opportunity!
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Director X Panel Feedback
• I very much appreciated the opportunity to speak with Director X once again. I truly felt inspired, hearing his story of his come up and seeing the strides one must 
take to get where they want to be. I have so much respect for Honey Jam for their purpose of giving exposure to female artists, who don't usually get that 
opportunity. Honestly, this organization is a blessing. I hope that I can connect with you and use my talents as a director, videographer, editor or even artist to help 
push your message forward. I'll always be here to support. Thank you Ebonnie for putting everything together. Thank you Director X for communicating with me 
genuinely, he's such a hard worker. You can feel it in his words. Much Love

• It was real. He told us how it is. Good experience and tough love.  The centering of ourselves through meditation resonated most.

• I think for so many of us it was just a blessing to be in the same room as Director X. The creative behind so many incredible music videos we all know and love, it 
was amazing to hear his thoughts and knowledge regarding leadership on set and what's necessary to keep a shoot moving, his personal relationship with meditation 
and how he's using it to transform the lives of others, and finally I really appreciated his comment that "the cream rises to the top". Oftentimes we hear a lot of 
inspirational messaging about hustling and positivity... but I think acknowledging that talent and fresh perspectives will emerge and "rise to the top" was both 
empowering and real talk. I will also add that he discussed his experiences, as did Vivian and Ebonnie, being BIPOC Creatives navigating white-dominant spaces. 
It's important to me to hear and witness those conversations, and I can imagine for any BIPOC in the room it was validating/beneficial to hear their thoughts, honesty, 
and life talk too. Overall, appreciated getting a closer look at Director X's process, mentality, and priorities, and had some great takeaways!

•As a child i grew up in my community volunteering, and helping out where it was needed. I found not only a love for the people in my community but the causes i
was contributing and the way in which i contributed to it. Performing , teaching, hosting etc. Director X’s story resonated with me as i could relate to many of his 
struggles as a black youth then driving him to want to make change and be a part of the healing process, and be able to witness fruits of his labour energy and love 
that was put into his community.

•The value of community, and giving back has been instilled in my grandparents, my parents, and my siblings and I. I’m always thankful to my community for 
supporting me as a result of supporting them. And It was wonderful to see X being celebrated for his craft as a director as a result of mixing his love for film with 
community. The meditation was an unexpected but pleasant at surprise. I meditate on a regular basis, and i loved getting to learn about X’s meditation routine. It 
was nice fresh perspective and something that piqued my interest so i will be checking out the “ Silva Method.

•I enjoyed the Director X talk a lot. I thought it was cool to get to hear him talk about the history between him and honey jam and also how eager he was when he 
was starting out in the industry. It definitely made me want to work ten times harder. I will also say that I enjoyed Director X and Vivian Barclay’s discussion on how to 
approach people in positions of power when you want them to see your work. I think my favourite part of the session was the meditation the Director X led us 
through and I’m definitely going to try to incorporate it into my routine.

• Going to the Director X on Saturday was truly a really awesome and educational experience. I learned a lot about meditation and the reasons and the health 
benefits behind it and how important it is to really start taking care of yourself in such a high pace and anxious industry. One of my favourite parts about the session 
was the fact that he really and truly spoke his mind and didn’t hold anything back and that was much appreciated because it is so hard to find people who will truly 
express their opinions and give their honest feedback about being in the industry for so long. It was almost therapeutic because he led us through the meditation and 
showcase us what he does on almost a regular daily basis. In my honest opinion it was maybe the most educational session that we’ve had and the fact that all of us 
were able to sit in one room and just listen to him speak with no script and no agenda was also really interesting because I felt more like a conversation rather than an 
interview.
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MusicOntario Panel Feedback

• The Music Ontario Boat Panel went amazing. It was great just being in a space of like minded people. Especially with my fellow 
peers. We got to hear from people from record labels as well as producers. My favourite thing that stood out was when Feyi Ekisola
was telling the story of his journey when he felt that all was lost When his artist fired him as his manager. Music is a huge journey and 
looking at these successful people and where they came from was really inspiring!

•This event was fun and filled with old friends and new friends alike. I’m thankful for events like this that bring us closer together, 
connect us with our community, and give us the chance to ask questions, be curious, and encourage one another. I think one of the 
sneaky benefits to it being on a boat was that we were able to talk to all the people we wanted to because nobody could go anywhere 
- lol!. So to actually chat and get to know some industry vets while also being introduced to and introducing ourselves to emerging 
artists and creative/business professionals was a really sweet combination. Overall, if ever there was an event like this again, would 
10/10 attend and recommend to anyone!

•It was such an amazing network opportunity. It was by far one of my favourite events that I’ve attended this summer! I was able to 
connect to so many people musically and non-musically. Being able to be secluded on a boat was a great way for people to network. 
It makes a lot of people who were super shy to network with others because you have no where else to go. I actually ran into a lot of 
people who I knew at this event as well so it was nice to see a lot of familiar faces. But I also met a lot of new and exciting people who 
are very connected and also willing to help others in anyway or capacity. The panels are also very informational and I feel 
like MusicOntario chose amazing people to talk about all the events and all the stuff going on in the industry. They actually gave a lot 
of information about tools and materials that emerging artist could use and tactics that we could talk about and people we could reach 
out to for us to be successful and find success in different ways. I think for an emerging artist events like this is super awesome 
because you are secluded and have no choice but to talk to other people so it does really increase your network and your connection 
circle.

•The. panel was extremely useful. We got to hear from A&R Fayi from sturdy music publishing who has worked as a tour manager for 
Anderson park among others.  His journey sparked great conversations and gave us great insight into not only the 
American music world but also the world of sync. We also got to hear some very eye opening and motivating tips from 3 other 
guests. I was really happy to know that socan now has a Black artist sector. And i was happy to have met with organizations that are 
involved in creating change on a political level to have more black and POC individuals at the table where decision are being made 
and be paid for our creations of the commercialized musical culture we know today. I’m very excited to see what’s in store for us as 
black artists, and I’m even more excited about the people i connected with that mentioned there are opportunities for artists like me 
who enjoy doing community work to help mobilize the great ideas we have geared toward building and improving our creative 
community and industry in Canada.
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Performance Opportunities - TIFF Festival Street - Slaight Stage
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Performance Opportunities - Union Summer, Airport YYZ Live and the ForeverFest which raises 
funds for the national Indegenous charity the Legacy of Hope!
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ARTIST OPPORTUNITIES

We were given an incredible 
opportunity through the

Songwriters Hall of Fame

Organization for several 
artists to attend a Master 
Class by the legendary 
David Foster!  

They were able to hear  
about his stellar career, ask 
questions and even perform 
for and with him!  

An experience that will stay 
with them for a lifetime!
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ARTIST OPPORTUNITIES - networking events, films, music conferences, 
concerts, award shows and artist talks!
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ALUMNI NEWS – Leila Dey was chosen as one of the opening acts for the Jessie Reyez “Yessie” 
tour, Melissa Kadas secured a lead role in the TV show “Take Note”, Haleluyah Hailu was signed 
to 604 Record Label, June Sixteen was invited to the American Music Awards and Angelique 
Francis and Joy Lapps are botn being considered for 2023 Grammy nominations!

Haleluya Hailu

Leila Dey
Melissa Kadas
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ALUMNI NEWS Haviah Mighty made history  as the first female artist to win Rap Album/EP of the Year at The Juno Awards 

as well as the first to do a solo performance on the Juno stage!  She’s also the first Canadian female hip hop artist to be 
nominated for Best International Flow at the BET Awards!
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ALUMNI NEWS

And it tops the Canadian Indie Countdown!

For the first time in 40 years a woman,
alum Deejay TJR wins the National DMC 
DJ Championship!!
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ALUMNI NEWS!
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ALUMNI NEWS! 

Andreena Mill @ songwriting camp with 

Brandy!

Sophie Noel from the Yukon chosen for 
CMI Artist Entrepreneur Programme!
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For more information Contact:  Ebonnie Rowe
honeyjaminfo@gmail.com www.honeyjam.com  / twitter & Instagram: @thehoneyjam

mailto:honeyjaminfo@gmail.com
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